SETTLER COLONIAL EXPANSION

WORLD WARS PERIOD

NATIONALIST INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS

DIVISIONS

-Eur exploration, trade, colonies, genocide,

-WWII. League against imperialism.

-Eur and US interventions in West Africa, DRC

-US War on Terror, drone strikes in

plantations, extraction (mining)

-US, Canada and W. Eur powers form NATO

-Operation Condor: US support coups

Yemen

Eur conflict with Ottoman Empire, S Asian politics

-Italian / Spanish expansion of fascism + rise of

assassinations & right-wing dictators

-2nd intifada, Arab Uprisings: Regime

-Settler US Revolution from Imperial England

Nazi-ism in Germany and genocide of Jewish people

-Third world, Black, Feminist liberation and anti-

change in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and

-Haitian Revolution-

-Indian movements, independence + partition

war movements

Yemen. Ongoing war in Syria

-Indigenous struggles against colonization launch

-

--S Africa invades Namibia and Angola

-Nationalist, populist regimes in US,

-War in Vietnam, US chemical warfare

Brazil, Philippines, India

and continue across history

Movements: Black Lives Matter, Ni Una
Menos, Women’s March, HK Democracy

1. WESTERN IMPERIALISM
& COLONIZATION

1500s-1700s

1800s-1910s

1920s-1940s

1950s

1960s-1970s

1980s-1990s

2000s

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

COLD WAR

NEOLIBERAL EXPANSION

-Berlin Conference and carving of Africa among Eur.

-Establishment of Israel, referred to as “Nakba” by

-Structural adjustment/austerity

US takes colonies from Spain: Guam, Cuba, Philippines. Puerto

Palestinians

-Expanding Israeli settlement, 1st Intifada in Palestine

Rico; annexes Hawaii and invades Haiti

-African independence, and regime changes

-US War on Drugs-

-US Monroe Doctrine: “Banana Wars” in LAC

-Bandung Conference/Third World Project

-Rise of populist governments and neoliberal reforms in S

-FR/UK conquest in SWANA/MENA, Mekong + Opium War w China:

-All African People’s Conference,

America

UK colonizes Hong Kong

-Anti-apartheid boycott movement in S Africa

-US, UK and France wage war in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya,

-UK/Russia wars in Central Asia/Afghanistan “The Great Game”

-War in Korea, US heavy bombing / US coup d'état in

Syria

-European and Japanese colonization of Pacific Islands

Guatemala / military trainings in Latin America

-EZLN / Zapatistas form

-Latin American revolutions

-Cuban revolution to socialist state, government

-Abolition movement against slavery, prisons and policing

supports leftist/independence struggles abroad

- WWI, Treaty of Versailles,

-- Land reforms in Latin America, S Africa, Philippines
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SETTLER COLONIAL EXPANSION

WORLD WARS PERIOD

NATIONALIST INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS

DIVISIONS

-Eur competition to claim routes and settlements,

-League of Nations / UN Founded

-G7 - industrialized leaders meet - map out

-G20 International forum

plantation economies

-industrialized extraction of crude oil in colonized

geographies of world economy, stopping Third

-Protests against Austerity across Europe,

-trans-Atlantic slave trade

lands across Southwest Asia/North Africa (SWANA),

World Project

South America, Sudan, Chile, Colombia

South America, Caribbean

-"Oil Boom" in Latin America

-GATT advances intellectual property and trade

-internet, social media platforms

regime advanced to consolidate the gains of the

-COVID Pandemic lays bare inequities,

Global North

with economic and health impacts

-Bretton Woods establishes world financial order

2. GLOBALIZATION &
THE WEST

1500s-1700s

1800s-1910s

1920s-1940s

1950s

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

1960s-1970s

1980s-1990s

COLD WAR
-

2000s

NEOLIBERAL EXPANSION

Non-alignment movement launched to country

-China opens to industrial economic development

industrial revolution

cold war

-Privatization and structural adjustment with debt crisis

-Rise of rich industrialists, pollution, urbanization, labor

-US embargos Cuba

among new states

-European mining in Americas and Caribbean to supply

abuse, struggle and violence

-IMF/WTO Riots in Venezuela, W Berlin, Seattle

-Coolie trade: Trafficking of Indian and Chinese laborers

-Fall of USSR and Berlin Wall

to plantations

-NAFTA Signed facilitating flow of goods / not people. In
its wake, EZLN / Zapatistas form

-

-WTO Forms
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SETTLER COLONIAL EXPANSION

WORLD WARS PERIOD

NATIONALIST INDEPENDENCE
MOVEMENTS

DIVISIONS

-IRC, CARE and other international non-profits

-Foundations critiqued in steering/limiting

-Gate Foundation established with $45

formed to support European survivors of war

movements

billion endowment, shape sectors

-US, UK, Germany and Canada governments

-US Policy restricts HIV/AIDS

create aid agencies as an arm of 'soft power’

prevention and response from working

-Cuba engages humanitarian work and medicine

with sex workers or the legalization of

-MSF founded to counter pollicization of aid after

sex work, repealed 2013

Biafra War
-BRAC founded

3. MODERN WESTERN
PHILANTHROPY

1500s-1700s

1800s-1910s

1920s-1940s

1950s

1960s-1970s

1980s-1990s

2000s

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

COLD WAR

NEOLIBERAL EXPANSION

-Rise of rich industrialists, pollution, urbanization, labor

-CIA "Committee for Free Asia" is renamed "The Asia

-US Government enforced global gag rule which blocks

struggles, violence

Foundation"-

NGOs from engaging abortion

-Rich industrialists create charitable trusts

-Post WWII: Foundations engage in development and

-Proliferation of Non-Profits in dependent on foundation

-Charity models emerge to assist the deserving poor

social justice movements

and state funds.

(Smith)

-NGO-ization: critiques of bureaucratic and de-politicized

-

NGOs replacing movements and advancing neoliberal
agendas internationally
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